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Title:
Function
What is the problem or opportunity?
Why is it needed?
Why is it important?
What does success look like?
Being able to frame your problem and its criteria for success
is critical in understanding if the solution meets the needs of
the user. Does your solution result from a customer pain or a
technological opportunity?

Team:

Date:

Delivery Channels
Marketing

Distribution

How do people get to know about
the product?

What is the point of sale?

How can we maximise
communication and value
proposition?
You won’t sell things if potential customers don’t hear about
it or get the right message. How about creating a prize fund?
Livery adverts? Reward customers for becoming evangelists?

Resource Outputs
Man Made

How does the value proposition get
delivered to the customer?
A bricks and mortar store, or an online store and delivery
service or can you piggy back an existing service that uses a
similar route of distribution? Or maybe a temporary pop-up
space?

What condition are assets in at the end of
life?
What components are valuable and
reusable?
What materials are present? Are they
valuable or scarce?

Biological
What resources can be put back into natural
systems?
Can they help restore natural capital?
Are the outputs damaging to the environment
and eco-systems?
What resources are in your products? High value materials like copper? Rare
earth metals like Indium? If you are, for example, looking at printers will the
ink contaminate the product making it hard to recycle? Do you have food
waste that is still edible?

Price Model
How to charge customers? Flat charge? Lease?
Subscription? Variable rates?
This can include alternative or supporting
revenue channels, especially when customers
are not paying

End of life strategy

Partners

Reuse: What is needed to enable people

Who can add value?

to share reuse the product?

And who do you need to
partner with to create a full
offering?

Repair: Can the asset be repaired and

maintained by the owner? or as a part of the
service? How does it effect the solution?

How does your partnership
add value to them?
Do you need to work with a manufacturer? Or how
about a waste contractor? Or maybe you can give
away products at the end of life to organisations
that will train potential employee’s? Or can you
piggy back someone else’s service for logistics?

Remanufacture / Refurbish:

Can the broken asset be refurbished and
resold or ‘remanufactured’ and sold possibly
with a warranty? What facilities and
processes are need

Reverse Channels
Reverse Logistics

Recycle: How do the materials need to be
separated for best practice recycling?

How is best practice incentivised?
Who picks it up?

Natural Cycles: What natural
processes can capture value and work in
harmony with natural systems?

Where does it go?
Does the customer take it back motivated by the potential
get money back? Does it go through the post? Do you pick it
up from their house because it is valuable? Is the take back
integrated with an another service like uninstallation?

As a general rule the inner tiers of a circular economy (i.e. reuse) provide
opportunities to retain more value than the outer tiers (recycling). But how
can you design them inline with the rest of the model so the value is realised?
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